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Abstrat

AguaClara reates sustainable water treatment plants that are pow-

ered entirely from the fore of gravity and hydrauli priniples, making

them ompletely eletri-free. However, sine plant outlets are loated

at muh lower elevations than the plant itself, this presents di�ulties in

transporting treated water bak into the plant for �lling hemial stok

tanks and plumbing. The ram pump is an exellent solution beause it uti-

lizes the water hammer e�et to pump water to a higher elevation than the

soure water and does not require eletriity. Our ram pump is designed

to be augmented in an existing plant in San Niolas, Honduras, where the

750.0 L stok tanks will need to be �lled in 3 hours, orresponding to a

�ow rate of 70.0 mL/s.

1 Literature Review

1.1 General Performane

Ram Pumps are water pumps that use a hydrauli e�et known as the water

hammer to provide energy for pumping. Via this hydrauli e�et, ram pumps

are apable of elevating water from a lower head to a higher head. However, a

signi�ant �ow rate is neessary for this to happen. The priniple of operation

is relatively simple although the exat theoretial model for a ram pump is

still under development. There are multiple empirial formulations to alulate

parameters for the ram pump.

One suh equation is:

Q =
ESF

L
(1)

where Q=pumping rate; S=drive �ow rate; E= energy e�ieny; F=height

from soure; L=height to destination (Jennings).

This equation seems to be one whih is most ommonly applied to ram

pumps. It essentially takes the inoming �ow rate and multiples it by the ratio

of fall to lift. This would represent the maximum attainable pumping rate in

100% energy e�ient system. However, systems in the market tend to be rated

in the range of 60% to 80% with the big majority in the lower end. Along

with this equation several tables have been produed to identify optimal points.
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One of these tables given again by the North Carolina Cooperative Extension

Servie suggests that the optimal onditions for pumping rate our when the

fall height to the lift height is at a 1:2 ratio (with the drive pipe and delivery

pipe not being exessively long). After this the pumping rate inreases with

inreasing drive rate.

1.2 Air Chamber

A very important omponent for the e�ient operation of the ram pump is the

air hamber. The purpose of the air hamber is to provide a onstant supply

of water to the delivery pipe while preventing harmful e�ets from the water

hammer pressure surge. Aording to the Development Tehnology Unit at

Warwik University, there is a range of volume of air that should be in the air

hamber, depending on the volume of water pumped per yle (eah yle is

one opening of the delivery valve). The reommendation they give is that there

should be from 20 to 50 times the volume of air in the hamber as ompared

to the volume of water pumped per yle. This will mean that the hange in

pressure after eah yle will have a negligible e�et on the pressure of the air

hamber, leading to a more ontinuous delivery �ow. One an write the equation

in the following form:

Vair =
cQ∆t

n
(2)

where V= volume of air in hamber;  = a onstant in the range [20 to 50℄;

Q = the pumping rate; ∆t = time interval; n = number of yles in the time

interval (Warwik University DTU Ram Pump Programme).

1.3 Theoretial Pressure Rise in Ram Pump

Given that the nature behind the operation of the ram pump is based on the

water hammer e�et and that our ram pump will be onneted to the San

Niolas water treatment plant (spei�ally, the �ow will ome from the water

that leaves the Staked Rapid Sand Filter), there is a onern that the pressure

wave, that is aused by the losing of the waste valve and that travels bak up

the drive pipe, ould in some way a�et the operation or integrity of the SRSF

portion of the plant. Although we believe this to be negligible it is still essential

to look into. In regards to this there is a equation to alulate the pressure

surge from the water hammer. The equation is as follows:

D =
△V C

g
(3)

where D= the pressure rise in meters; C = speed of an aousti wave in

the �uid in meters per seond; ∆V=hange in the �uid's veloity; g = the

aeleration due to gravity in meters per seond squared (Taye).
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1.4 Theoretial Maximum Flow per Cyle

The following is the alulations for the theoretial maximum volume of water

that would go from the drive side through the hek valve to the delivery side

per yle, assuming ideal hek valve onditions and no bak�ow. This value

represents the maximum amount of water pumped per yle and allows us to

alulate the e�ieny of our pump.

v =
Q

A
(4)

v = �uid veloity (m/s); Q = drive �ow rate (m

3

/s); A = ross setional

area of pipe (m

2

)

m = ρlA (5)

m = mass of water in pipe (kg); ρ = water density (kg/m

3

); l = length of

pipe (m)

M = mv = ρlQ (6)

M = water momentum (kg*m/s)

F =
ΔM

Δt
=

−ρlQ

Δt
= ma (7)

F = fore on water (N); ∆M = hange in momentum (kg*m/s); ∆t = time

interval from losing of valve to opening of valve (s); a = aeleration (m/s

2

)

aavg =
−Q

AΔt
(8)

Here it is assumed that the aeleration might not be onstant but that it

will be linear. These are the equations that will be used to derive the formula

for our alulation.

X(t = Δt) =

ˆ

(

ˆ

a dt) dt =
−Q

2AΔt
t2 +

Q

A
t =

Q

2A
Δt (9)

The proess above desribes the length that a �uid partile will move from

the time that the waste valve loses to the time when the waste valve opens

again. It is assumed that the moment the partile omes to rest orresponds

to the moment that the waste valve opens again and that t=0 orresponds to

the time when the waste valve loses. The alulation begins by integrating our

average aelearation (a onstant) with respet to time. The solution is subjet

to initial ondition V(0)=Q/Apipe and X(0)=0. Then t=∆t is plugged into

equation (9) to �nd the position of the partile when it omes to rest. Thus the

partile has traveled a given distane and so too have the partiles around it.

Lastly, if this displaement is multiplied by the ross-setional area of the pipe,

the volume element that moves into the delivery setion of the ram pump will
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be obtained and thus the amount of water pumped per yle. The element is

desribed below:

Vcycle = XA (10)

Vcycle =volume of water pumped per yle (m

3

); X = displaement per yle

(m).

1.5 Power

Power was used as general metri to determine the e�etiveness of the ram

pump. The following equation was used alulate it:

Power = ρghQ

g = aeleration due to gravity (m/s2) ; h = headloss (m); ρ and Q as de�ned

previously

2 Introdution

In aordane with AguaClara's ore values of sustainability and eletriity-

independene, the ram pump utilizes only gravity and hydrauli priniples to

raise water to higher elevations using the momentum of water falling from a

shorter elevation. Through spring hek valves that only open when the pressure

is high enough, the ram pump allows the water hammer to build up and then

uses that pressure to drive the proess. Thus, no external power is needed to

pump the water up to a higher altitude.

The ram pump is inredibly essential as it will allow �ltered water from

a lower elevation to be pumped bak into the plant for use in hemial stok

tanks and bathrooms. The urrent design is geared towards implementation

in San Niolas, Honduras, where the pumping requirement is 70.0 mL/s and

the delivery head is 7.0 meters. The existing apparatus has been improved by

onstruting a spae-e�ient head loss generating system, a reyling system

that pumps water from the waste buket to the drive tank, and by adding sensors

at various points in the appartus to aurately measure head loss and pressure

at those positions. The goal is to optimize the funtion between when the

ram pump valve loses and when it opens, whih an be ontrolled by weights

and springs, respetively, and to ondut enough experiments to onstrut a

preliminary mathematial model that desribes ram pump performane.

3 Methods

3.1 Apparatus

Water from the overhead drive tank(1) (a) (with 2.05 m of head measured from

the ground to the waterline) enters the drive pipe (b) and gains momentum as
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it falls. The over�ow weir (b) in the overhead drive tank prevents water from

over�owing. The spring hek valve is initially losed (i) while the waste valve

(e) is initially open. As water �ows through the drive pipe, and �ow speed

builds up, the waste valve loses. This produes the water hammer and fores

water through the hek valve. Then the pressure surge from the water hammer

dissipates ausing the waste valve to open up one more. Waste water from the

ram pump valve, whih is treated water in atual plants and will be distributed,

is then pumped to the reyle tank (m) in our set-up via the waste-to-reyle

pump (h). A �ow rate sensor (g) along the way reords the waste �ow rate

in proess ontroller. From the spring hek valve, water is then pushed into

the air hamber (j), whih omprises of a bike tire and stabilizes the water

�ow; the bike tire ompresses when water enters and then pushes down on the

water surfae, allowing water to be delivered at a steady rate rather than in

pulses. Then, water is delivered through our 7.0 m head delivery system (l).

The setions of the delivery system going up add up to the desired head of 7.0 m,

and as water �ows, the up setions will �ll with water while the down setions

will involve free falling water, implying that the pressure is (almost) onstant

in these setions. Thus, the head aumulates and simulates the 7.0 m head

enountered in the plant in San Niolas. A �ow rate sensor (m) is attahed

after the delivery system to reord the delivery speed before water falls bak

into the reyle tank. Lastly, to reuse the water during our experiment, water

from the reyle tank is pumped up to the overhead drive tank via an eletri

pump (n); the �ow rate from the pump is ontrolled by a manual valve (o) in

order to maintain a stable water level in the overhead drive tank.
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Figure 1: Overview/Shemati of Ram Pump Apparatus

Below are atual photos of our apparatus.
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Figure 2: Overhead Drive Tank and Reyling System
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Figure 3: Ram Pump Set Up

Figure 4: Waste Buket
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Figure 5: Head Loss Generating System

3.1.1 The Head Loss System

The head loss system is a ruial part of the experiment beause it needs to be

set at 7.0 meters in order to alulate the amount of pressure needed to pump

the water up to that height and to adjust weights and springs in the ram pump.

The system is omposed of PVC piping and is glued to prevent air from entering

the system. A 200 kPa pressure sensor is attahed at the beginning of the head

loss devie and one is attahed at the end to alulate the di�erene in head.

An air tube is also inserted at the beginning to pump in a slight amount of air

to obtain the orret amount of head loss.

3.1.2 Spring to Swing Chek Valve

In an e�ort to inrease the delivery �ow rate, the spring hek valve is replaed

with a swing hek valve sine it o�ers less resistane. However, the �ow rate

dereased from 13.7 mL/s to 12.5 mL/s even with a lower head loss. This

suggests that the spring hek valve is more suitable for the purposes of this

experiment.
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3.2 Experimental Methods

The goal is to maximize the ram pump delivery rate by ahieving the optimal

range of veloities and time intervals between eah yle. At the beginning of

eah yle when the waste valve is initially open, the water veloity �rst begins

to gain speed and approahes a limiting value. During this period, the goal is to

lose the valve before the water veloity reahes this limiting value, where drag

fores between the water and the pipe walls beome signi�ant soures of head

loss. At this point, the valve shuts lose and the water experienes a substantial

deeleration and approahes zero veloity. Right before the water reahes zero

veloity, there is an inherent ine�ieny where water from the delivery system

begins to �ow bak into the drive pipe. The goal in this period is to open

the waste valve and start the yle again before this ine�ieny omes into

play. Essentially, the team isis looking to a�et these two phenomenon through

appropriate modi�ations of the waste valve. This will be done through springs

or added weights, or a ombination of the two. In order to avoid the weights from

sliding down the waste valve,the valve is modi�ed and inserted a irular nut

that an be moved up and down the valve and tightened at any position. The

approah to �nd the optimal modi�ation will be done by ontinuous re�nements

of lever trial and error that are guided by aforementioned ideas.

In addition, the e�ets of the air hamber will be looked at on delivery per-

formane. The team plans to adjust the volume of air inside the hamber and

also explore di�erent materials and ways to adjust this volume. Some of the pro-

posed ideas inlude bike tires, snifter valves, and pressure gauges. Details were

mentioned in the literature review setion and will guide the experimentation

with the air hamber.

To monitor and reord the data from various points of the ram pump system,

Proess Controller and Easy Data will be implemented. The software will reord

the head loss and pressure at di�erent points in the system. Though it is possible

to utilize proess ontroller to measure the delivery �ow rate, the set-up is too

time intensive and would have detrated from atual experimentation. Instead,

the team opted to measure the delivery �ow rate manually with a graduated

ylinder and a stop wath; to minimize errors, this measurement will be repeated

three times and will use the average �ow rate. From these data, the system an

be ontinuously modi�ed to inrease performane and to provide grounding for

a mathematial model that governs the ram pump yle.

4 Analysis

4.1 Head Loss System Set-Up

A ruial part of the set-up is the head loss system, whih provides the 7.0

meters of head loss needed to simulate atual parameters in Honduras. Thus,

before starting the experimentation phase on the ram pump, it is neessary to

ensure the system atually ahieves 7.0 meters of head loss. Sensors were added

in at the very beginning (right after the air hamber) and the end (after the
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last up-�ow pipe) of the system to aurately measure the head loss generated

throughout the system.

For the initial trial, the pump was left to run ontinuously for about 500

seonds 6. The �rst horizontal streth of the graph indiates that the system

generates about 240.0 m of head loss; however, the sensor was not zeroed

properly, and after taking this di�erene into aount, the atual head loss is

loser to 470.0 m. At around 150 seonds, air was pumped into the system with

the inlet at the beginning of the delivery pipe in order to inrease head loss.

Also around this time, the ram pump stopped working ontinuously and instead

delivered water intermittently. As a result, the e�et on head loss of adding air

into the system was inonlusive. Nevertheless, the team deided that hanging

head loss by pumping air into the system is unreliable beause the air �ow rate

is adjusted by manually turning the �air� valve in lab, making repliating the

same �ow rate di�ult and impreise. As a result, it was onluded that it is

optimal to simply add more turns to the head loss system to ahieve the desired

onstant head loss of 7.0 meters.

Figure 6: Head Loss Generated by Delivery System Over Time - Initial

After implementing the hange of adding more pipes to the head loss system,

the following results were obtained 7. As the graph indiates, it took about 120.0

seonds for the system to exeed the desired head loss of 7.0 meters, but one it

did, the head loss stayed fairly onstant at above 7.0 meters. The exess head

loss generated above 7.0 meters provides a safety bu�er between lab and plant

implementations. This result shows that the system is suessful at fabriating

omparable head that will be pumped against in Honduras. The head loss being

measured orrespond to the pressure di�erene between the �rst up-�ow pipe

and the end of the head loss system where it is open to the atmosphere.
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Figure 8: Head Loss (m) vs Time (s) for Trials 7 and 8

Figure 7: Head loss Generated by Delivery System Over Time - Post-Adjustment

4.2 Volume of Air in Air Chamber vs Delivery Flow Rate

During trials 1 (orresponds to trial 7 in data) and 2 (orresponds to trial 8 in

data) , the amount of air was modi�ed in the air hamber drastially to gauge

the e�et of this modi�ation on the delivery �ow rate. Trial 1 is the ontrol

trial where the air hamber only has the tire in it with no extra air added, and

trial 2 has a substantial amount of extra air pumped into the hamber via the

air valve on the lab benhes.

For trial 1, the average head loss is 738.4 m with a standard deviation of

1.4 m. The dip at around 100 seonds was aused by the ram pump stopping

beause the waste valve mehanism got stuk; the spring was adjusted right

away and the pump resumed working. The data points around this manual

error were onsidered outliers and were not inluded to alulate the average
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Figure 9: Pressure Di�erenes (Pa) vs Time (s) for Trials 7 and 8

head loss mentioned above. For trial 2, the average head loss is 722.8 m with

a standard deviation of 11.0 m. The two trials had similar head losses.

For trial 1, the average pressure di�erene aross the hek valve (between

the drive and the delivery side) is 122.3 kPa with a standard deviation of 6.1

kPa; for trial 2, the average pressure di�erene was 119.9 kPa with a standard

deviation of 7.3 kPa.

The delivery �ow rates were manually measured with a graduated ylinder

and a stop wath three times for eah trial; the values were then averaged to

give 14.1 mL/s for trial 7 and 16.7 mL/s for trial 8.

Comparing the two trials, adding more air into the air hamber only had a

minimal e�et on delivery �ow rate, inreasing it by 2.6 mL/s . This slightly

higher delivery �ow rate for trial 2 an be easily attributed to the lower head loss

(722.8 m in trial 2 instead of 738.3 m in trial 1) that needed to be overome,

meaning that the volume of air in the air hamber is not a signi�ant fator of

delivery �ow rate in our system. However, it is suspeted that sine the head

loss system is itself a large air hamber (due to the air olumns in the downward

omponents), the e�et of inreasing the volume of air in the hamber on delivery

�ow rate is inonlusive. Further testings with a di�erent lab set up will need

to be arried out if the team wishes to study this variable in depth.

4.3 Commerial (Davey Ram Pump) vs AguaClara Ram

Pump

In order to further researh and aquire information to improve the �ow rate of

our system, the teamwanted to study how the ommerial ram pump works and

if some of its properties an be used to the team's advantage. The model that

was ordered is the �RIFE Improved Davey Ram Pump (DRP). the team �rst

modi�ed the piping oming into and out of the ram pump so that it ould slide

right into our urrent set up so the same delivery head ould be simulated. Upon
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the �rst test, water was dispersed throughout the lab beause the ommerial

ram pump does not have a `waste' water return system. Therefore, in order

to apture the water oming out of the ommerial pump and avoid damaging

our lab, the team modi�ed a Sterilite plasti ontainer to hold the pump and

ut holes of the appropriate diameters on the sides for the drive and delivery

pipes. Lastly, a PVC pipe was inserted and onneted to an eletri pump that

will reyle the water bak into our soure tank. With the ommerial ram

pump, the team is looking to aquire a signi�antly higher �ow rate than we

are urrently obtaining. As of now, the �ow rate is approximately 25 mL/s.

Below are pitures and shemati of the ommerial ram pump.

Figure 10: Commerial Ram Pump
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The Delivery Rates of the AguaClara and the Commerial Pump are as

follows:

AguaClara Pump

Head loss (m) Delivery Rate (mL/s) Power (W)

476.21 17.56 0.8203

655.74 12.48 0.8028

722.82 16.70 (sp valve) 1.184

738.35 14.11 (sp valve) 1.022

766.73 6.187 0.4653

Commerial Pump

Head Loss (m) Delivery Rate (mL/s) Power(W)

529.22 25.84 1.342

602.84 26.81 1.586

679.21 24.67 1.643

733.54 20.18 1.452

From a slightly more tehnial perspetive various di�erenes have been

identi�edbetween the designs of both systems. The �rst and most notieable

design di�erene is the size. The DRP is substantially smaller and more simple

than the urrent AguaClara pump and yet both share the same key omponents,

namely, the drive pipe intake, the waste valve, the hek vale, the air hamber

and the pipe delivery output. The next main similarity is that both ontrol the

frequeny of yles, whih suggests that this is an important part of any ram

pump devie. The DRP uses an adjustable srew to ontrol the length that the

waste valve has to travel to lose, while the AguaClara ram pump uses a set

of weights and springs to ontrol the opening and losing of the waste valve.

However, the similarities end here. It beomes evident that even though both

use the same fundamental omponents they have been arranged in very di�erent

manners. The DRP is what would be de�ned as a �Front End Mount�. Front

End Mounted pumps havethe hek valve omponent loated in front of the

waste valve omponent as opposed to the �Bak End Mount� where the hek

valve is behind the waste valve (as in the AguaClara set up). Also, notie that

the naming takes the waste valve as the �origin� sine it is in e�et the heart

of the ram pump and the rest is de�ned in relation to this origin. This set up

is quite interesting and might suggest experimenting with di�erent loations of

the hek valve with respet to the waste valve. Another di�erene, granted

the team is as of now unfamiliar with its importane or e�et in performane,

orresponds to the shape of the air hamber. DRP uses an air hamber that

seems to be modeled after a sphere. Regarding the ontrol mehanisms for

frequeny of the yles, the DRP makes use of an adjustable displaement of

the waste valve. One an adjust the length that the water has to push the

waste valve to get it to lose and thus ontrol in this fashion the frequeny of

the yles. It makes no use of varying masses and provides a mass of 476 grams

whih the water has to push up. Also, important details that are needed to

drive attention to is the fat that the waste valve, the hek valve, and the air

hamber are onneted to the same pipe, and that the DRP is made of metal
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rather than plasti like the AguaClara ram pump (will not shake as violently,

aka dissipation of energy).

5 Conlusion

After a semester of onduting experiments, olleting data, and making om-

parisons to a ommerial ram pump, it is onluded that even though the

AguaClara ram pump is funtional, it is not the most e�ient model. The

delivery rate of the AguaClara model is signi�antly lower, ahieving a maxi-

mum of 17.56mL/s at a head loss of 4.76m, and does not meet demanded �ow

rate of 70 mL/s. The team believes that the under-performane stems from a

variety of reasons, primarily due to the set up of the pump. The omponents

of the model are urrently spread out relative to one another, resulting in an

inreased dissipation of energy and a lower e�ieny as ompared to the Davey

Ram Pump. In the AguaClara pump, when the waste valve loses, the pressure

waves are split and travel to both the hek valve and to the drive pipe. In the

DRP, the waste valve is loated after both the hek valve and the drive pipe

and hannels all the pressure waves bak towards the soure in a single stream.

Furthermore, the proximity of the hek valve to the waste valve and the fat

that the hek valve is embedded into the drive pipe maximize the water ham-

mer e�et. Therefore, the positioning of the hek valve relative to the waste

valve plays a signi�ant role towards inreasing the water hammer e�et and

the delivery rate. Another reason for the low delivery rate in the ram pump

model is that the AguaClara air hamber had a single pipe that both takes in

and pushes out the water while the DRP air hamber takes in the water through

the hek valve intake and pushes the water out through the delivery pipe. The

DRP set up direts water in one diretion only and thus the veloity of the water

is maintained at a higher value. After taking all these fators into aount, the

team deided that the best approah would be to onstrut a new model that

inorporates these �ndings in order to maximize the �ow rate.

6 Future Work

After a semester of experimentation, the team has identi�ed the appropriate

diretion in whih to proeed. It is now lear that the new ram pump should

take on a more ompat form, in whih all omponents (waste valve, hek

valve, air hamber) should be all loser and more diretly onneted to one

another. The team has reated a new preliminary setup, taking into aount

the aforementioned onsiderations. In the �rst run the new setup demonstrated

impressive results suggesting that the reommened path proved to be orret.

However, further doumentation of the set up is needed sine barely one trial was

taken. Of ourse the setup an be ontinued to be improved by implementing

more of the outlined onsiderations, suh as the dual tubing in the air hamber

or properly seuring all omponents, but in no way limited to these.
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